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Subject: 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

FW: Running behind 

Gillian Mackenzie i .................. (~-od-eA .................. i 
i ....................................................... i 

CZZZZZ~_a_ZgZTZZZ] 

Thursday, 16 May 2013, 15:06 

Pcta - you will note he never givcs a full answer - [ want the CD - is he going to charge mc fbr a copy when I 
asked for it ! Bin&hans are good but I had to pay out of nay own pocket - I approached them originally as I 
knew they had acted in defence of Adomoko circa 1993 and would know all there is to know - and the appeal 
- even if they lost the case for Adomoko and I wanted to "get in" before Barton ! Gillian I did suggest to 
Lesley that she kept in touch after the first pr-inquest - how did she think I was paying for JW with only beans 
in iW pocket.? Gi!lian 

From: L_Cede_A_][-_ZZZZZZZ      TZZZZZZZi 
Sent: 16 May 2013 14:50 

To: Gillian Mackenzie 
Subject: RE: Running behind 

I had already contacted Prof Femer regarding your query and has acknowledged and told me he is considering it 
and will return to me 

We have ordered a CD from i Code A i 

Judicial Review is an utter wait of time in my view as a way forward in the case 

i .......... -~o-ae-;~- ......... i 
i ..................................... i 

Partner 

Clinical Negligence Department 
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.d"’% INVESTORS;’/~% ~ OXFORD A 

.......... .::: ~::. ,..~ ~o~ ~,:~,,., r,~,.~ consider the environment- think before you print 

From: Gillian Mackenzie i--------------_~_-9,~:~,:~,--------------~ 
Sent: 16 May 2013 14:40 
To: White, John 
Subject: RE: Running behind 

And I am running out of patience- this situation is becoming farcical - I have written to Prof. Femer as I 

understand you did not contact him re. the query until ( by letter) on 9th. May - received on following Menday. 

Get yourself a PA who can deal with urgent and non urgent e mails - time is running out for a judicial review 
etc. and you have not commented on that suggestion Gillian 

From: i Code A [i Code A i 
L .......................... i ....................................................................... i 

Sent: 16 May 2013 13:49 

To" Gillian Mackenzie 
Subject: Running behind 

Hi! 

Sorry I have still not caught up with the other emails from this week. 

Really struggling to keep up. Hoping to catch up a bit soon. 

Just to say I have not forgotten. 

Best wishes 

7 

Code Ai 

...................................... [ 

Code A 
_,1 

Partner 

Clinical Negligence Department 
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Lapthom 
=-’-’L;oae A ..............~, ¯ i Code A [ ¯ F: 0844 620 3415 
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you pdnt 

Blake Lapthom is an English law firm authodsed and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority under SRA number 448793 whose 
rules can be accessed via www.sra.or.q.uk. 

This email and any attachments are confidential, legally privileged and protected by copyright. If you are not the intended recipient, 

dissemination or copying of this email is prohibited. If you have received this in error, please notify the sender by replying by email and then 

delete the email completely from your system. 

Where the content of this email is personal or otherwise unconnected with the firm’s or its clients’ business, Blake Lapthom accepts no 

responsibility or liability for such content. 

Intemet email may be susceptible to data corruption, interception and unauthorised amendment over which we have no control. Whilst 

sweeping all outgoing email for viruses, we do not accept liability for the presence of any computer viruses in this email or any losses caused 

asa result of viruses 

A full list of our partners is available at all our office~ 
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